
I am Enough (Lesson Plan)

Given the "I am Enough" book
& music, I can demonstrate

rhythm patterns through body
percussion.

Given the "I am Enough" book
& discussions, I can understand

self-awareness.
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Grade Level

I can demonstrate rhythm
patterns.

I can understand self-
awareness.

Greetings
Hold up feelings chart and ask students how they're
doing. If they'd like to share with the class, ask them to
raise their hand! (Works for In-person & digital)

Introduction
Tell students that this book "I am Enough" is about
developing a healthy self-awareness by loving who you
are, respecting others, and being kind to one another.
Have a brief discussion about this or have them write a
journal entry.. Ask them a few questions like, "What
does it mean to love yourself? Do you love yourself?"
"What if you try your very best and still fail at
something? How can we develop a growth mindset to
get up and try again?"

Echo-Sing "I am Enough" to your students.
Echo-Sing one page at a time with your students. 

Groups-Divide them into groups
Group 1- Body Percussion Pt. 1
Group 2- Body Percussion Pt. 2
Group 3- Xylophone 
Group 3- Singing

Practice 
Practice Body Percussion Rhythms with the whole
class. For younger students, you might only use Rhythm
Pt. 1 & for older students you might only use Rhythm Pt.
2 or both. 
If you decide to add Xylophones, practice that part as
well. Music for all parts are in the resources below. Sing
through parts of the book while having each group
practice their part. It helps to pick a student to be the
group leader. 

Read & Perform
Once you feel like students are mastering their parts,
read the book outloud while prompting each group
when it's their turn. 

Switch groups 
If you have time, let students switch groups so they
have a turn on all parts. 

Meditation
Use our Self-Awareness meditation to end class. 

Music Concepts
& Materials

Self-Awareness

SEL Standards 

-Body Percussion
-Solfege

-Kodaly/ Orff 
-Xylophones 

-Quarter Notes, Eighth Notes,
Sixteenth Notes

-"I am Enough" Book
-

Demonstration of Learning

Learning Objective

PK-5th Grade

Relationship Skills

Social Awareness
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Resources: 

Buy the book

https://www.amazon.com/I-Am-Enough-Grace-Byers/dp/0062667122
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Resources: 

Buy the book

https://www.amazon.com/I-Am-Enough-Grace-Byers/dp/0062667122

